
Enrichment shows with a difference! They are visually stimulating and musically presented lectures for all 
including an option for an amazing life history by the uniquely qualified Master of  photography Wayne Paulo,
an NUJ professional with a Prime Minister, two Presidents and the Queen in his portfolio taken over 30 years.
Keynote computer programmes artistically show video, film and digital photography using modern technology.

We show a complete projected audio visual theatre style presentation for larger locations.
Or a small class room talk with some prints and a computer sequence presentation to suit.
The presentations outlined here are based on a mixed selection and cover a variety of  subjects,  
but we can also bias towards one subject if  you prefare, for example, Press and PR, Social 
Photography, Creative Digital Art, Fashion, Travel, Sports and of  course Wayne’s life stories.
The choice is yours and can be tailored or fined tuned to suit your own requirements as desired.

Please read about the contents of  the available lectures on tour here.

WAYNE PAULO’S PERSONAL PRESENTATIONS :

(1)    “Nearly Famous”  -  Circus to Celebrities my pictorial Autobiography a light hearted look at my life!
(2)    “Anyone Can Write A Book”  -  How you can and why I became an independent book publisher.
(3)    “An Englishman’s Road To The Super Bowl”  -   A personal and unique 17 year pictorial journey!
(4)    “How you get those Fantastic Vacation Pictures” - Easy learning techniques the basics for everyone.
(5)    “Is Photography Art?”  -  Controversial, creative examples and how to create your own masterpiece!
(6)    “All At Sea with Photography”   -  The cruise ship experience, what do you do at sea? Will you be ready?
(7)    “Destination Photography”  -  Excursions, what you might expect, and yet still get good pictures!
(8)    “A Pictorial Quiz Show”  - A fun way to test your knowledge and vision, with questions and answers.
(9)    “Through The Eyes Of  A Pro”  -  How a professional see’s the image, how to get that special picture.
(10)    “Camcorder Moments”  -  Are you going wrong with your camcorder? Pick up some simple techniques.
(11)  “Photography For Kids”  - The Camera Family, animated characters help kids and parents learn photography.

Wayne’s autobiography “Nearly Famous” ISBN 978-0-9563625-0-6 is available from Amazon.
 
And he has also produced this commercial DVD “Get the Picture ...Travel”
A musical and original style of  easy learn photography for all ages and walks of  life.
Featuring over 350 stunning pictures from across Europe and the United States of  America.
Presented in a fast moving thirty minute movie complete with text, original music and commentary, 
plus an additional 56 page’s of  interaction, slide shows, gallery and a quiz.
It is an entertaining guide for everyone to help visualise and improve their photography.

Some beautiful landscapes and 
vibrant sunsets from Europe and 
the USA, all photographed by
Wayne himself, presented in 
the seminars, they will show the 
subtleties of  composition and 
framing. They become a Travelling 
adventure in themselves and will 
inspire people to better images. 
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Wayne’s Resume (CV) outline

Over half  a century of  creativity within the talents of  one man, his roots starting in the famous Paulo’s family Circus, 
Wayne as a Circus performer was a Bareback Rider, a Juggler, a Clowns stooge, and Trumpet player, then as his career 
changed playing the guitar was added, just a few of  the skills that he used as a Compere, Cabaret Singer, Songwriter, 
the later leading into the Recording industry as an Engineer, Record Producer, Music Publisher and finally an Actor!
Over 25 years of  his younger life was actually spent in front of  the camera! And appearing regularly in Television 
programmes as a Walk On gave him valuable experience and knowledge on both sides of  the lens.

Wayne Paulo has been a Professional Photographer for over 30 years specialising in Press, Public Relations, Sports and 
Travel, his pictures have been seen all over the world in Newspapers, Magazines and Web Sites!
Publications are too many to list here but are varied enough to have featured in Amateur Photographer and the 
National Enquirer! And on the World Wide Web from Sports Illustrated to Blackpool Today!
Now he has turned his hand to guest speaking about his unique life story and recent book release “Nearly Famous”. 
Enrichment presentations for International Cruise Lines, lectures on photography for media and art colleges, plus he is 
also available for one to one seminars and courses, even home schooling, check out www.getbetterpictures.com
Exclusively he is the only photographer to cover the NFL in Europe (World League of  American Football) from 1991 
through to 2006 and has covered 13 World Bowls, photographing the likes of  Kurt Warner, Brad Johnson,  Jake 
Delhomme, right through to the USA Super Bowls they featured in, he has photographed 8 Super Bowls to date. 
Wayne during his career has photographed numerous NFL “Hall of  Famers” including Joe Montana, Dan Marino 
and Walter Payton to name but a few! Plus various celebrities like U2, Aerosmith, Paul McCartney, Justin Timberlake, 
Beyonce, the Rolling Stones and Prince, even Jeremy Irons, Rod Steiger and Michael York from his acting years!

You can contact me at:
email: wayne@waynepaulo.com

Wayne Paulo NUJ Photographer - Author - Guest Speaker
Principal Adviser for GetBetterPictures.com
Check Out our Web Sites and Video channels :
http://www.getbetterpictures.com
http://www.waynepaulo.com
Television Channels :
http://www.youtube.com/user/waynepaulo
http://www.youtube.com/getbetterpictures

Finally all shows have a powerful musical content, arrangements are composed, created and sometimes even 
sung by Wayne himself  further exploiting the unique fun side to these Look-Listen And Learn presentations.

“These seminars will teach, excite and encourage people to have fun with their picture taking
for work or pleasure and towards a better understanding of digital photography!

Would you like Wayne to explain anything? Want some more information? Have any questions?”
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